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Abstract
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Background—Low-level light therapy (LLLT) with transcranial laser is a non-invasive form of
neuroenhancement shown to regulate neuronal metabolism and cognition. Attention bias
modification (ABM) is a cognitive intervention designed to improve depression by decreasing
negative attentional bias, but to date its efficacy has been inconclusive. Adjunctive
neuroenhancement to augment clinical effectiveness has shown promise, particularly for
individuals who respond positively to the primary intervention.
Objective/Hypothesis—This randomized, sham-controlled proof-of-principle study is the first
to test the hypothesis that augmentative LLLT will improve the effects of ABM among adults with
elevated symptoms of depression.
Methods—Fifty-one adult participants with elevated symptoms of depression received ABM
before and after laser stimulation and were randomized to one of three conditions: right forehead,
left forehead, or sham. Participants repeated LLLT two days later and were assessed for depression
symptoms one and two weeks later.
Results—A significant three-way interaction between LLLT condition, ABM response, and time
indicated that right LLLT led to greater symptom improvement among participants whose
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attention was responsive to ABM (i.e., attention was directed away from negative stimuli).
Minimal change in depression was observed in the left and sham LLLT.
Conclusions—The beneficial effects of ABM on depression symptoms may be enhanced when
paired with adjunctive interventions such as right prefrontal LLLT; however, cognitive response to
ABM likely moderates the impact of neuroenhancement. The results suggest that larger clinical
trials examining the efficacy of using photoneuromodulation to augment cognitive training are
warranted.
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Depression; brain stimulation; cognition; lasers; attention bias modification; photobiomodulation
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Individuals with depression experience biased cognitive processes that are theorized to
facilitate the onset and maintenance of their symptoms [1]. Biased attention towards
depression-relevant stimuli has been observed in clinical depression [1,2] and has been
linked with vulnerability for clinical worsening [3–5]. In recent years, a growing number of
techniques have set out to ameliorate negative cognitive biases with the goal of decreasing
depression symptomatology.

Author Manuscript

One such technique is known as attention bias modification (ABM). ABM attempts to shift
negatively biased attention in favor of more adaptive patterns of attention [6], which is
theorized to decrease the cognitive and affective symptoms associated with depression [7].
ABM has been shown to decrease symptoms of anxiety by decreasing attention for
threatening stimuli [8–10]. In depression, however, the results are less consistent. Previous
research using ABM in individuals with clinically relevant depression showed greater
decreases in symptoms compared to those who received no training [11–13]. However,
meta-analyses quantifying the influence of ABM on depression symptoms have shown
variable results and small effect sizes [10,14]. Considering the strong theoretical and
empirical support linking attention biases to depression, there is a compelling rationale to
augment ABM in order to improve its potential efficacy.
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Neuroenhancement is a field that utilizes pharmacological or neuromodulatory interventions
to improve cognitive capabilities [15]. This technique aims to directly influence cognitive
systems either through the activation of adaptive processes or the inhibition of maladaptive
ones. Though it is extensively researched in healthy individuals [16,17], neuroenhancement
offers considerable promise as an adjunctive clinical intervention, particularly when
cognitive systems are implicated in the etiology of the disorder [15,16].
Critically, recent findings suggest that improvement associated with adjunctive
neuroenhancement may be contingent on the individual’s response to the primary
intervention. In studies using adjunctive neuroenhancement such as d-cycloserine,
yohimbine, and methylene blue, clinical improvement at follow-up was greatest for
participants who showed the most improvement from exposures [18–21]. In contrast,
neuroenhancement may lead to a worsening of clinical outcomes following an unsuccessful
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treatment session (e.g., an exposure session where end state fear remained high) [20,21].
These findings suggest that neuroenhancement may augment learning that takes place during
the intervention, even if the learning was not necessarily therapeutic. As such, indicators of
treatment response during the primary intervention should be considered a key moderator
when investigating neuroenhancement outcomes.
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A promising new option for adjunctive neuroenhancement is low-level light therapy (LLLT)
using near-infrared transcranial lasers or light emitting diodes (LEDs). LLLT is a noninvasive intervention shown to regulate neuronal function in cell cultures, animal models,
and clinical conditions [22]. The primary photoneuromodulation mechanism of action of
LLLT is increased mitochondrial cytochrome oxidase [23], a respiratory enzyme that is
commonly reduced in disorders involving cognitive impairment and decreased cognitive
reserve [24–28]. Up-regulating cytochrome oxidase through neuroenhancement has been
shown to improve oxygenation and metabolic efficiency in the brain [29,30], which
stimulate ATP production and facilitate neuronal energy production [31–33]. Consequently,
techniques that increase cytochrome oxidase, such as LLLT and methylene blue, have been
shown to improve cognition in mice and rats [33,34]as well as in humans [35–37].
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Although LLLT has FDA approval for peripheral pain management, it is growing in
popularity as a brain research tool [35]. Specifically, LLLT with transcranial laser targeting
the right prefrontal cortex has been shown to enhance sustained attention compared to sham
LLLT [36], and LLLT with transcranial LEDs targeting the prefrontal cortex has been shown
to decrease depression symptoms up to four weeks following treatment, although clinical
studies to date have not used a sham control [38]. These findings suggest that LLLT may be
an inexpensive, non-invasive, and promising neuroenhancement technique. Considering that
hypoactivity in the prefrontal cortex has been associated with negative attentional bias [39–
42], and considering that LLLT has been linked to increased cytochrome oxidase activity,
improved cognitive function, and decreased negative affect [35,43], there is strong reason to
believe that LLLT to the prefrontal cortex could improve the efficacy of ABM.
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This proof-of-principle study uses LLLT with transcranial laser stimulation of the prefrontal
cortex as an adjunctive neuroenhancement intervention with the goal of improving
depression-related ABM outcomes. Participants completed ABM before and after a
randomly-assigned session of right prefrontal LLLT, left prefrontal LLLT, or sham LLLT,
then provided follow-up depression assessments over the ensuing two weeks. Administering
LLLT separately from ABM is logistically necessary since laser safety regulations require
participants to close their eyes and wear dark glasses during laser stimulation. However, it
also allows us to assess each individual’s responsiveness to ABM independently from the
influence of LLLT. Participants with adaptive attention bias change immediately before
LLLT were expected to benefit from subsequent neuroenhancement. Such a finding would
be consistent with the idea that neuroenhancement augments learning that occurs during the
primary intervention and would also provide important information about who is likely to
benefit from ABM with LLLT augmentation. This study could be used to lay the
groundwork for larger, more robust neuroenhancement trials using clinically depressed
participants.
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Materials and Methods
Participants
Fifty-one adults with elevated symptoms of depression (31 female, mean age=19.37,
SD=3.05) were recruited from the undergraduate research pool at the University of Texas at
Austin. Participants who reported active neurological condition (e.g. stroke or epilepsy)
were excluded from the study. Participants received course credit in exchange for their
participation.
Racial and ethnic distribution in the sample was as follows: 24% Hispanic, 59% Caucasian,
23% Asian, 6% African-American, 4% American Indian or Alaska Native, 2% mixed race,
and 6% unspecified. All participants provided written informed consent after receiving a
complete description of the study.

Author Manuscript

Procedure
Participants were recruited based on their score on the Center for Epidemiologic Studies –
Depression Scale (CES-D) from a prescreening questionnaire. Participants completed two
study sessions scheduled to begin exactly 48 hours apart. The first session began with a
CES-D (to confirm CES-D > 16 at the start of the experiment) and a demographic
questionnaire, while session two only required the CES-D. In both sessions, participants
then completed (in order) a negative bias assessment via the dot-probe task, one block of
ABM, the LLLT session, an additional block of ABM, and a final negative bias assessment.
Participants then completed follow-up CES-D questionnaires at one and two week intervals
following enrollment (see Figure 1 for a depiction of study design).
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LLLT was administered after and before blocks of ABM since the precise timing of optimal
neuroenhancement with LLLT is currently unknown. Certain neuroenhancement
mechanisms, e.g. transcranial magnetic stimulation, provide peak benefit when administered
in advance of or simultaneous to the target task [17]. Other neuroenhancement mechanisms,
particularly those that modulate cytochrome oxidase, yield optimal clinical impact when
administered after the target task [20,21,43]. Simultaneous ABM/LLLT is unfeasible due to
laser safety regulations requiring participants to keep their eyes closed and wear dark glasses
during laser stimulation, but the current study design increases the probability of
neuroenhancement through one of the proposed mechanisms.
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Two participants were unable to attend their second study session but did complete followup CES-D questionnaires. As a result, these participants were only included in analyses that
use depression symptoms as an outcome measure1. All study procedures and assessments
were approved prior to participant enrollment by the Institutional Review Board of the
University of Texas at Austin.

1Removal of these participants would not have significantly impacted the direction or significance of the subsequent analyses.
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Center for Epidemiologic Studies – Depression Scale (CES-D)—The CES-D [44]
is a self-report depression scale comprised of 20 items which assess symptoms over the
previous week. A CES-D score of 16 or higher was required for eligibility. This cutoff has
been shown to reflect elevated depression symptomatology [45,46] and has been validated as
a screener for those at high risk for clinical depression [47]. The CES-D was completed in
person at the first and second LLLT sessions, and at home via a secure online server at week
1 and week 2. All participants who completed the first LLLT session were asked to complete
follow-up CES-D, regardless of whether they completed the second LLLT session.
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New Immigrant Survey (NIS) Skin Color Scale—LLLT is administered by passing
light through the skin, meaning that variable light absorption caused by differences in skin
color can potentially impact the consistency of dosing. To account for the impact of
individual differences, skin color was measured using the NIS skin color scale [48], an 11
point scale of skin color references ranging from 0 to 10, where 0 was total lack of skin
color (i.e. albinism) and 10 was the darkest possible skin. The color reference was compared
to the back of the participant’s hand to determine the appropriate score. NIS score was used
as a covariate in all analyses.
Tasks
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Dot Probe Task—Variants of the dot probe task were used to assess negative attention bias
and to manipulate attention via ABM. All versions of the task initially presented a fixation
cross for 500ms followed by presentation of two words concurrently on the left and right
side of visual field on a 20 inch LCD screen. Words were selected from the Affective Norms
for English Words (ANEW) list [49]. Each word pair consisted of one neutral (e.g. ship,
chair, ink) and one negatively valenced word (e.g. hurt, grief, war), with the location varying
randomly. Word pairs were matched for length and frequency of use in the English language.
Mean valence strength on a 1–9 scale (where 1 is negative and 9 is positive) was 2.31 for
negative words (SD=0.40) and 5.08 for neutral words (SD=0.54). Mean arousal on a 1–9
scale (where 1 is unarousing and 9 is arousing) was 5.70 for negative words (SD=1.14) and
4.26 for neutral words (SD=0.89).
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Each word pair was presented for 1000 ms. Following stimulus offset, a probe (either the
letter “O” or “Q”) immediately appeared in the same location as one of the word stimuli and
remained on the screen until participants responded. Participants identified probe type by
pressing as quickly as possible a corresponding button on a dedicated button box. Trials with
incorrect responses or reaction times that were faster than 200ms or 2.5 standard deviations
greater than each individual’s mean reaction time were excluded from analyses.
Mean reaction times were calculated for four distinct trial types: left sad word/right probe
(left/right), right sad word/left probe (right/left), left sad word/left probe (left/left), and right
sad word/right probe (right/right). Using these mean reaction times, negative attention bias
was calculated using a standard formula for computing attention bias with the dot-probe
task: ((left/right RT + right/left RT)−(left/left RT + right/right RT))/2
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Negative Bias Assessment—For negative bias assessment, our intent was to measure
bias rather than manipulate it. Therefore the probe appeared randomly and with equal
frequency (50/50) in place of the negative or neutral word. The negative bias assessment
consisted of 96 trials. All participants completed a negative bias assessment at the beginning
and end of each session. All bias change models controlled for negative bias measured at the
beginning of session 1, which we refer to as baseline negative bias. We also examined
change in negative bias from baseline to the end of session 2.
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Attention Bias Modification (ABM) & ABM Responsiveness—For each block of
ABM, the probe appeared in place of the neutral word for 85% of trials and in place of the
sad word for 15% of trials. This probe distribution was designed to promote preferential
attention away from sad words and towards neutral words. Within each session, participants
completed two blocks of ABM consisting of 360 trials each. One ABM block occurred
immediately prior to LLLT administration and one occurred immediately after LLLT. Both
ABM blocks contained the same word pairs, though the presentation order was randomized.
Participants were allowed to rest briefly (1 min) halfway through each block. Across both
sessions participants completed a total of 1440 trials of ABM, a moderate dosage of ABM
for depression, which has ranged from 510 [50] to 2688 trials [51] in the published
literature.
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The use of an 85:15 probe distribution during ABM (i.e., 15% “catch trials”) rather than a
100:0 distribution allowed for the assessment of bias during ABM. This assessment of bias
during ABM is referred to as “ABM responsiveness” because it putatively measures each
individual’s response to ABM prior to the administration of LLLT. LLLT is expected to be
most effective for participants who show greater responsiveness (i.e., attention away from
negative stimuli) to ABM. ABM responsiveness was only measured during the first ABM
block in session 1, as all other ABM blocks followed the administration of LLLT.
Pairs of neutral-negative stimuli were used to determine specifically whether decreasing
attention for negative stimuli was beneficial (increased attention for neutral stimuli is not
hypothesized to be therapeutic). This approach has been used in ABM protocols for
depression (e.g. [11,50]) and anxiety (e.g. [8,52]). Training attention away from negative and
toward positive stimuli would provide two potentially therapeutic mechanisms, and it would
be more difficult to determine the locus of the therapeutic efficacy, should it be observed.
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Low-Level Light Therapy (LLLT)—An LLLT session involves applying a specific
wavelength of light (1064 nanometers) using the CG-5000 high density laser (Cell Gen
Therapeutics, Dallas, TX, USA; see Figure 2). The laser aperture has a diameter of 4
centimeters (13.6 cm2 beam area) and a continuous power output of 3.4 watts, resulting in an
irradiance (or power density) of 250 milliwatts/cm2 (3,400 mW/13.6 cm2 = 250 mW/cm2)
for 4 min (3.4 W × 240 s = 816 J/location) and a cumulative fluence (or energy density) of
60 Joules/cm2 (0.25 W/cm2 × 240 s = 60 J/cm2). These power and energy density
parameters are identical to those that have been previously shown to improve cognition and
psychological well-being [36,37,53].
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At the power level used, this dose is safe, exposure to it is not harmful to tissue, and it causes
negligible heat and no physical damage. Due to possible adverse events associated with laser
exposure to the eye, participants and laser operators wore protective eyewear during all
LLLT sessions and participants were instructed to keep their eyes closed for the duration of
stimulation. LLLT was delivered in between ABM sessions since it is theorized to have the
greatest impact when administered before or after the target task [33], and since participants
were instructed to keep their eyes closed while the laser was in use.
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Participants were randomized to receive left active, right active, or right sham LLLT. The
randomization distribution was as follows: 18 left active, 18 right active, 15 sham (a priori
power analysis, based on effect size f2 of 0.3 and power of 0.95, suggested 48 participants
equally distributed across groups). There were no significant differences in age, gender,
baseline mood, or ABM responsiveness (all p>0.05; see Table 1). All sessions consisted of 8
consecutive minute-long applications of LLLT, which alternated between the medial (4 min)
and lateral (4 min) parts of the left or right side of the forehead (depending on condition).
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For the active conditions, participants received LLLT for the full 60 seconds per block. For
the sham condition, participants received LLLT to the right side for the first 5 seconds before
the operator covertly disabled the power while keeping the laser in place for the final 55
seconds. These parameters are comparable to previous LLLT research [36,37]. Upon being
prompted after two weeks to guess whether they received either active or sham LLLT, 43%
of participants guessed correctly, which did not significant differ from chance (p>0.05).
There was no significant difference across groups, with 38.46% of the sham group, 41.18%
of the right LLLT group, and 31.25% of the left LLLT group guessing that they received
active LLLT. However, the duration of time that had elapsed between the guess and the final
LLLT session may have decreased its reliability.
Psychotropic Medication Usage—Participants were permitted to be using psychotropic
medication, provided that they had been on a stable dose for at least two months prior to
enrollment. Thirty-nine participants (76%) were unmedicated and no participants adjusted
their psychiatric medication during their two weeks of follow-up. Amongst medicated
participants, the most commonly prescribed family of medications was selective serotonin
reuptake inhibitors (e.g. fluoxetine; 8 participants), followed by mood stabilizers (e.g.
lamotrigine; 4 participants), atypical antidepressants (e.g. bupropion; 2 participants), and
anxiolytics (e.g. alprazolam; 2 participants). Randomized group assignments resulted in the
sham group having significantly more medicated participants than the left LLLT group
(p=0.03), and marginally more than the right LLLT group (p=0.07). To address this
imbalance, all subsequent analyses controlled for current psychotropic medication use.
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Statistical Analysis
Mixed effect regression models were used to predict change in depression symptoms. The
first assessed the three-way interaction between LLLT condition (active left, active right, or
sham), ABM responsiveness (negative bias during the first ABM block), and time (days
from baseline) when predicting CES-D score while controlling for baseline negative
attention bias. Controlling for baseline negative attention bias allowed for a more
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interpretable assessment of the shift between baseline and ABM attentional bias levels.
When the three-way interaction was significant, it was broken down into three models
assessing the two-way interaction between ABM responsiveness and time for each of the
three LLLT conditions.

Results
Sample attrition
Of the 51 participants to complete session 1 (15 sham, 18 right active LLLT, 18 left active
LLLT), 45 completed session 2 (12 sham, 16 right, 17 left), 45 completed the one week
follow-up (13 sham, 16 right, 16 left), and 46 completed the two week follow-up (13 sham,
17 right, 16 left).
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Effects of combined ABM and LLLT
We first examined whether depression symptoms changed over time. Mean CES-D score at
baseline was 29.51 (SD=9.51). Controlling for medication use, CES-D score decreased
significantly, approximately 3.5 points on the CES-D per week, β=−0.50, SE=0.10, p<0.01,
Cohen’s f2=0.150, across the 14 day follow-up period.
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We next examined whether LLLT condition and responsiveness to ABM moderated the
effect of time on depression symptom change. There was a significant three-way interaction
between LLLT condition, ABM responsiveness, and time for the prediction of CES-D score,
F(2, 47)=4.31, p=0.01, Cohen’s f2=0.062 (baseline negative attention bias was included as a
covariate). To understand the form of this three-way interaction, three subsequent models
examined the two-way interactions between ABM responsiveness and time for each of the
three LLLT conditions.
For the right prefrontal LLLT group, there was a significant two-way interaction between
ABM responsiveness and time, F(1,16)=8.10, p<0.01, Cohen’s f2=0.158. Specifically,
individuals with a stronger bias away from negative words during ABM prior to LLLT
showed greater subsequent symptom improvement than individuals with no bias or bias
towards negative words. That is, in the right prefrontal LLLT condition, those with a
stronger response to ABM prior to LLLT benefited most from LLLT (see Figure 3 for
observed outcomes and figure 4 for predicted outcomes at varying levels of ABM
responsivity). This finding suggests that right LLLT neuroenhancement was particularly
helpful for people who were responsive to ABM, but was not helpful to those who did not
show an initial improvement in attention bias.
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The ABM responsiveness and time interaction was not significant for sham LLLT,
F(1,13)=0.84, p=0.36, Cohen’s f2=0.016, or left LLLT, F(1,16)=0.05, p=0.82, Cohen’s
f2=0.001. The regression lines for left and sham LLLT are relatively flat (Figure 3),
suggesting that ABM responsiveness did not influence the effect of LLLT on subsequent
symptom change. Comparisons of the interactions indicated that the ABM responsiveness x
time interaction for right LLLT was significantly stronger than sham LLLT, β=−0.05,
SE=0.02, p<0.01, and left LLLT, β=−0.04, SE=0.02, p=0.01. There was no difference
between the interaction between sham and left LLLT, β=0.01, SE=0.01, p=0.50. Depression
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symptom improvement in left and sham was not dependent upon initial responsiveness to
ABM.
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Finally, we examined whether the change in depression symptoms coincided with a
comparable change in negative bias across the two treatment sessions. Mean negative bias at
baseline was 1.63 ms (SD=24.03 ms). Baseline negative bias was not significantly different
across LLLT groups, F(2,46)=1.88, p=0.16, η2=0.075. For the entire sample, there was a
marginal decrease in negative bias following session 2, β=−9.24, SE=4.84, p=0.06, to a
mean negative bias of −7.71 ms (SE=29.59 ms). Using analyses parallel to those used for
mood change, there was no significant interaction between LLLT condition, ABM
responsiveness, and time when comparing baseline to post-session 2, F(2, 40)=0.39, p=0.67,
Cohen’s f2=0.022. Similarly, the interaction between LLLT condition and time (without
including ABM responsiveness) was also non-significant, F(2, 40)=1.57, p=0.21, Cohen’s
f2=0.080. ABM responsiveness did significantly predict negative bias at the end of session 1,
F(1,48)=6.91, p<0.01, Cohen’s f2=0.068, but did not predict negative bias at the end of
session 2, F(1,41)=0.10, p=0.75, Cohen’s f2=0.008. This finding suggests that the marginal
change in negative bias that occurred following two sessions of ABM and LLLT was not
influenced by LLLT condition or ABM responsiveness.
High Influence Observation
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In order to identify data points whose leverage and residual may unduly influence the model
predicting mood change, Cook’s d was calculated for each observation. Based on the
convention of excluding observations with d>1 [54], one participant was dropped from the
left LLLT condition. In Figure 3, this data point is the outlier on the far left of the figure.
With this observation removed, the three-way interaction between LLLT condition, ABM
responsiveness, and time remained significant, F(2, 46) = 4.22, p=0.01, Cohen’s f2=0.061. In
the left LLLT condition, the two-way interaction between ABM responsiveness and time
remained not significant, F(1, 15) = 1.73, p=0.18, Cohen’s f2=0.033, although the effect was
stronger than observed in the full sample and more closely resembled the effect observed in
right LLLT. Further, the two-way interaction for the left LLLT condition was no longer
significantly different from the same two-way interaction in the right LLLT condition,
β=0.02, SE=0.02, p=0.18, although the comparison was generally consistent with that
observed in the full sample. There is still no difference between the interactions for the left
LLLT and sham conditions, β=−0.02, SE=0.02, p=0.12.

Discussion
Author Manuscript

Findings from this proof-of-principle study indicate that LLLT augmentation of ABM was
dependent on the location of the stimulation and whether participants displayed an initial
response to ABM. Specifically, right prefrontal LLLT stimulation leads to a greater
reduction of depression symptoms in participants with better response to ABM compared to
sham and also compared to participants who did not respond to ABM. These findings
suggest that right LLLT facilitates treatment outcome following ABM, but not sham or left
prefrontal LLLT, neither of which showed an interaction with ABM responsiveness.
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The relationship between right LLLT, ABM responsiveness, and depression symptoms is
consistent with the “for better or worse” pattern of adjunctive neuroenhancement seen in the
treatment of anxiety using d-cycloserine, yohimbine, and methylene blue. Specifically, for
all four neuroenhancers, increases in clinical improvement are contingent upon the
successful response to the primary intervention prior to the onset of the enhancer, while
unsuccessful response to the primary intervention led to worse clinical outcomes [18,20,21].
One possible mechanism for this response is that increased right anterior prefrontal activity
has been associated with improvements in reappraisal following cognitive-behavioral
therapy [55]. It is plausible that enhancement of this region by LLLT helps participants
receiving cognitive interventions (in this case, ABM) more effectively utilize adaptive
regulatory strategies such as reappraisal.
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The recruitment of adaptive regulatory strategies could also help to explain why the impact
of LLLT and ABM on mood change was not accompanied by a significant impact on
negative bias. Specifically, it is possible that the augmentative effect of right LLLT is on the
appraisal of incoming stimuli, rather than on the attentional orientation towards or away
from incoming stimuli. It is also possible that the early change in bias indicated by higher
ABM responsivity may reflect a greater sensitivity to environmental manipulation, which
contributes to a stronger beneficial impact of right LLLT. Future research would benefit
from more focused and sensitive assessments of cognitive and affective systems before and
after the intervention to better explore the mechanisms of improvement.
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These results have the potential to contribute to a new and improved formulation for
personalized psychological care and may provide a guideline for identifying who is most
likely to benefit from neuroenhancement treatment. Specifically, a Sequential Multiple
Assignment Randomized Trial (SMART) study design [56,57] would personalize treatment
by measuring ABM responsiveness in real time and administering LLLT (or equivalent
neuroenhancement) only for participants who demonstrate a positive response to ABM.
Positive ABM responsiveness could therefore be considered an indication for adjunctive
neuroenhancement, which would help identify patients with greater chance of seeing
optimal improvement. Such an approach would be consistent with the development of
precision medicine interventions.
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These results may help explain the inconsistent findings related to ABM in depression
[10,11,13,14]. The impact of ABM on clinical symptoms likely depends on a host of factors
that modulate the extent of learning and generalization of the participant experiences. The
current findings suggest that prefrontal metabolism may play a causal role in the response
(or lack thereof) to ABM in depression. Similar adjunctive neuroenhancement using
transcranial direct current stimulation in participants with anxiety has shown that stimulating
the left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex during ABM leads to greater modification of attention
bias for threat stimuli compared to sham [58]. Together with the current study, these results
indicate that ABM efficacy can be improved by augmenting prefrontal functioning.
Limitations of the current study include the relatively short follow-up period. There is
significant heterogeneity in the naturalistic course of depression symptoms [59] and limiting
the follow-up to only two weeks may not be capturing the full extent of symptom change.
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Furthermore, attention bias was not assessed during the follow-up period, making it difficult
to determine whether changes in attention bias might serve as a mediator for clinical
improvement. Future iterations of this study would benefit by expanding the follow-up
period to at least six months while collecting mood and cognition assessments at various
points during that time. This would allow us to plot the trajectory of bias change relative to
mood change, which would facilitate modeling of the interaction between these systems.
Finally, the current study recruited a convenient sample based on elevated symptoms of
depression, but did not conduct comprehensive diagnostic assessments to determine which
participants met criteria for clinical depression (i.e. major depressive disorder; MDD) and
which were subclinical. Given the positive signal from this small trial, future tests should
recruit individuals who meet criteria for MDD from the community.

Conclusions
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Author Manuscript

The results from this proof-of-principle study serve as a promising indicator that
neuroenhancement could be used to augment the benefits of bias modification techniques
such as ABM in depression. LLLT, which has been shown to increase cytochrome oxidase
activity and improve sustained attention [23,30,35,36], appears to enhance learning acquired
during ABM. Future LLLT research can build on this finding in numerous domains,
including other forms of bias modification (e.g. ABM for anxiety, interpretation bias
modification for depression, cognitive remediation for schizophrenia, etc.) and other
learning-based clinical protocols. Adjunctive neuroenhancement should ideally be applied
after the patient displays therapeutic change during the primary intervention. Although
research that pairs cognitive interventions with neuroenhancers is still in its infancy, these
results suggest that it is a promising and important direction for further study, with the
potential to improve treatment matching and clinical outcomes for the treatment of
depression and other disorders.
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Highlights
•

LLLT using transcranial laser stimulation is a novel neuromodulatory
technique.

•

LLLT can improve cognition, suggesting utility as adjunctive
neuroenhancement.

•

Sham-controlled LLLT was applied to augment ABM in depressed
adults.

•

Right LLLT led to greater improvement in those who showed initial
response to ABM.

•

Left LLLT and sham LLLT showed no impact on clinical symptoms.
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Figure 1.

Flowchart of study procedures
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Figure 2. Laser system
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A. The FDA-cleared Class IV laser device (HD Laser, Cell Gen Therapeutics, Dallas, Texas)
consisted of a control unit (16″×14″×13″) with a fiber optic cable coupled to a handpiece
(4 cm laser beam size). The left part of the unit has on/off controls and multiple safety
interlocks, including key and emergency stop. The center part has a screen display and
keypad to program the unit output power, number of LLLT administrations (also known as
treatment counts), and exposure time. Output is programmable between 100 mW and 20 W,
and for this application we used 3.4 W and 8 counts of 60 seconds. On screen messages and
instructions confirm correct handling, calibration and use of laser. The right side of the unit
has a calibration port that securely locks the handpiece in place while the laser is being
calibrated or not in use. Beam output characteristics are continuously monitored while laser
is active. B. The handpiece is aimed at the forehead using an internal red diode aiming light.
Since the 1064 nm laser is invisible, the beam area provides visual confirmation to facilitate
precise tissue targeting. During laser operation, participants are instructed to keep their eyes
closed, and experimenters and participants wear dark safety glasses that block the specific
infrared wavelengths from reaching the eyes, as required by the laser manufacturer and the
University of Texas Laser Safety Program.
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Interaction between LLLT condition, negative bias during pre-LLLT ABM, and mood
change
Note: All presented models used time as a predictor in the interaction. However, for the sake
of clarity, figures 3 and 4 use CES-D change (CES-D score at 2 week follow-up minus
baseline CES-D) in order to represent the effect of time on mood.
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Figure 4.

Predicted CES-D change from baseline to two-week follow-up based on LLLT condition and
negative attention bias during pre-LLLT ABM session
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Table 1

Participant demographics by group
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Participants were randomized to receive sham LLLT, right active LLLT, or left active LLLT. There were no
significant differences in gender, age, baseline depression symptoms (measured using the CES-D), or ABM
responsiveness across groups. There was a significantly higher rate of medication usage in the sham condition
relative to left LLLT and marginally higher rate relative to right LLLT. As a result, medication status was
controlled for in all subsequent analyses.
Sham

Right LLLT

Left LLLT

Randomized

15

18

18

Male/Female

5/10

6/12

9/9

20.33 (5.29)

18.72 (0.89)

19.22 (1.47)

46.67%

16.67%†

11.11% *

32.2 (10.54)

29.61 (9.49)

27.17 (8.50)

−1.20 ms (19.00)

3.40 ms (12.81)

−2.83 ms (22.88)

Age; Mean (SD)
% Medicated
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Baseline CES-D; Mean (SD)
ABM Responsiveness; Mean (SD)

†

p<0.1 vs. sham

*

p<0.05 vs. sham
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